®

Your partner in managing medication dispensing
Our unwavering commitment to driving innovation and patient safety in the Canadian medication management market has led to the development of a wide range
of compliance packaging options for retail pharmacy, long-term care, assisted living and retirement community channels. Whether you are filling cards manually or
using the latest pharmacy automation technology, we offer an array of customizable products that promote medication safety and patient well-being, while giving
you the opportunity to showcase your brand in a cost-effective way to achieve customer recognition and grow your business.

Compliance Card
Qube

Features
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

FlexRx™ and
FlexRx™ Light

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

Auto-Fill

■■

■■
■■
■■
■■

Weekly medication manager: four daily
doses for seven days
High-capacity, square blisters (larger
morning and night blisters)
Clear view of medications in square
blisters for easy fill and check
Accommodates large pharmacy labels or
12 regular compliance labels
Cold seal adhesive
Customizable with pharmacy branding

■■

Weekly medication manager: four daily
doses for seven days
Perforated blister cavities
Medication information printed on each
individual cavity
Permanent adhesive label with convenient
push-through access to medications
Large capacity blisters for multiple
medications and vitamins
Cold seal adhesive
Customizable with pharmacy branding
on optional front cover

■■

Weekly medication manager: four daily
doses for seven days
Same size card and blister as Qube-It card
(manual fill)
Two-panel card, plus one-panel grid
Larger morning and night blisters
Cold seal adhesive
Customizable with pharmacy branding

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Ideal for...

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Accommodates a large number
of medications
Clear instructions make it easy
for patient to use
Potential to capture incremental
sales for customers looking to
fully utilize the Qube’s dose
management capabilities
(ex. vitamins, supplements)

■■

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Unprecedented flexibility for both
pharmacists and patients
Detachable cavities offer patients
portability and the convenience of
carrying individual doses
Optional customizable cover
protects medication while
offering important branding
opportunity

■■

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Patients previously using Qube-It
will not notice change to Auto-Fill
One blister fits both Auto-Fill and
Qube-It, meaning less inventory
to carry and flexibility to service
a wide range of patients

■■

■■

■■
■■
■■

■■

Patients, especially seniors
and those with chronic
diseases, managing a
complex medication
regime
High-volume pharmacies
with or considering
automation capabilities

Active patients who are
“on-the-go”
Assisted living facilities
Retirement communities
High-volume pharmacies
with or considering
automation capabilities

Patients looking for one
compact package with
optimum medication
capacity
High-volume pharmacies
with or considering
automation capabilities

Automation
Compatibility
Manual and automated filling
Compatible with:
■■ SynMed® XF, SynMed® Ultra
and SynMed® Assist (tray
holds 8 Qube cards; SynMed
Ultra fills two trays at a time)
■■ VBM (tray holds 1 Qube card;
VBM fills two trays at a time)
■■ BlistAssist® (tray holds 2
Qube cards)
Manual and automated filling
Compatible with:
■■ SynMed XF, SynMed Ultra
and SynMed Assist (tray holds
8 FlexRx blisters; SynMed
Ultra fills two trays at a time)
■■ VBM (tray holds 1 FlexRx
blister; VBM fills two trays at
a time)
■■ BlistAssist (tray holds 2 FlexRx
blisters)
Automated filling
Compatible with:
■■ SynMed XF, SynMed Ultra
and SynMed Assist (tray holds
12 Auto-Fill cards; SynMed
Ultra fills two trays at a time)
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■■

Benefits

Compliance Card

Features
■■

Tri-Fold
■■
■■
■■
■■

Weekly medication manager: four daily
doses for seven days
Four blister sizes available
Cold seal adhesive
Front cover protects medication
Customizable with pharmacy branding

Benefits
■■

■■

■■

■■

Qube-It

■■

■■

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Day Pack

■■
■■

DAY PACK
Customize this card
to promote your
pharmacy’s brand

■■
■■
■■

Duo Pack

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Weekly medication manager: four daily
doses for seven days
One blister size (larger than Tri-Fold
options)
Larger morning and night blisters
Cold seal adhesive
Three-panel card
Front cover protects medication
Customizable with pharmacy branding

■■

Holds one day’s medication
Four blisters with medication for
morning, noon, dinner and night doses
Small, convenient format
Cold seal adhesive
Customizable with pharmacy branding

■■

Weekly medication manager
Only two blisters per day
Compact design
Cold seal adhesive
Customizable with pharmacy branding

■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■
■■

Ideal for...

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Multiple blister options
to accommodate varying
patient situations
Ample room for multiple
prescription labels on
inside cover
Easy to fill, facilitating
workflow efficiency

■■

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Compact option with all the
benefits of Tri-Fold card
Easy for patient to handle
Easy for pharmacist to fill

■■

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Slim and portable format
allows patient to carry one
day’s medication rather than
a full week’s doses

■■

Tamper-evident design helps
prevent unintended access
Easily portable for patient
One blister size facilitates
storage at pharmacy

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Patients at home taking
multiple medications
Patients taking time-sensitive
medication, ensuring proper
dose at appropriate time
Caregivers looking to monitor
which dose has been taken
Patients whose medication
is reviewed and adjusted
frequently

Automation
Compatibility
Manual and automated filling
Compatible with:
■■ SynMed XF, SynMed Ultra
and SynMed Assist (tray
holds 10 Tri-Fold cards;
SynMed Ultra fills two trays
at a time)

Patients looking for smaller
packaging while maximizing
medication capacity
Pharmacies looking to launch a
compliance card offering with
the intent to eventually move
to an automated filling solution
– transition to Auto-Fill card is
seamless for patients

Manual filling only

Active patients who are
“on-the-go”
Mental health or correctional
institutions
Supervised children attending
school or day care

Manual filling only

Patients who require a
management tool for a
semi-complex medication
regime (i.e. take only two
doses of medication daily
rather than four)

Manual filling only

To place an order or for more information about our compliance card offering and our extensive line of pharmacy packaging products, please contact your local Jones
representative or Jones Healthcare directly at healthcare@jonespackaging.com.
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